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FAO:  Jon Sheaff 
Emma Watson / Andrew Dillon / Dennis Holmes (London Borough of Barnet) 
 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
RESPONSE TO COPTHALL AND MILL HILL OPEN SPACES MASTERPLAN PHASE 2 
REPORT 
 
APPLICATION 16/6662/FUL – HASMONEAN HIGH SCHOOL, 2 - 4 PAGE STREET, MILL 
HILL, BARNET. LONDON. NW7 2EU. 
FORMAL REVISION TO SUBMITTED PLANNING APPLICATION 16/6662/FUL 
 
I am writing on behalf of Hasmonean School to make comments on the current consultation 
exercise in response to the above document, which has only just come to our attention via 
Andrew Dillon. 
 
Firstly, we must register the strongest objection to the omission of the school from any 
stakeholder involvement in this report. 
 
It is quite astonishing to think that in the light of the extensive consultation outlined in pages 
117/118 and 124 that so many local organisations have been included in bespoke meetings, 
yet the school omitted, which is an immediate neighbour with a current application lodged on 
part of the land. 
 
Moreover, as you will be aware, there was a resolution to grant consent for a new combined 
school on part of the land by Barnet Planning Committee on 22 February 2017, which should 
clearly influence the final brief for Copthall Open Space. 
 
There are have been active discussions regarding the land with the GLA in full knowledge and 
partial attendance by the London Borough of Barnet planners. 
 
We believe that the school can be a key catalyst to delivering many of the objectives of the 
master plan, but at present the report does not provide a ‘joined up’ approach or a specific 
delivery and funding timescale or mechanism. 
 
The school’s revised scheme shortly to be formally submitted to Barnet, significantly reduces 
the impact upon Green Belt and Open space and the School in principle fully supports the 
objectives of the brief to create a sporting hub and to provide improved linkages in Copthall.  
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However, the revisions will require dual use between the school and community for the 
southern SLINC. 
 
The extract below shows the agreed approach with Barnet planners and the GLA and sets out 
the land required to acquired by the school. 
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The brief in our view should be amended to: 
 

1. Remove the loop footpath in the SLINC to reflect the dual use of the southern open 
space. Full informal use of this area is retained for the community out of school hours. 

 
2. Incorporate amendments to the location of the all-weather pitch within Copthall playing 

fields, which will be available for full community use outside school hours. 
 
  

 

 
 
The School considers itself a vital contributing element of the area as a stakeholder and can 
contribute funding to deliver an all-weather pitch that can be subject to dual use community 
use agreements for outside school hours and potentially be a vital delivery component towards 
the brief’s implementation as a phase 1. 
 
However, it will require collaborative design amendment to reflect the negotiated position of 
the school with GLA and Barnet. 
 
The brief only needs amendment without losing the overall objectives, use and enhancement 
of the area, which is supported in principle by the school. 
 
Areas of concern currently shown below =  



 
 
I would suggest that we hold an urgent meeting between the applicant, planners and open 
spaces team to discuss how the brief can be amended to deliver a supportive collaborative 
approach that can deliver the overall worthwhile proposed improvements in association with 
the delivery of the new school  
 
I look forward to hearing from you as soon as possible. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
Andrew Beard MRTPI 
ABP CONSULTANT to CSJ 
andrew@ab-planning.co.uk 
Tel: (M) 07384 214209 
 
Cc Emma Watson / Andrew Dillon (Barnet Planning) 
 Dennis Holmes (Open Spaces)  
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